The 12 Rays of...

ReAwakening

Utilizing Life force energy to Awaken.
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The 12 Rays of ReAwakening

These high-frequency Rays of Light are strands of Divine life force energy which are poured into the Earth for the benefit of everyone to Ascend to greater heights.

Each Ray has a color, an offering and is guided into the Earth by an Archangel.
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Ray # 1

Color: Red
Archangel: Michael

Influencing people to use their Divine Will & Empower Self is the role of this vibration.
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Ray # 2

Color: Yellow
Archangel: Jophiel

Love & Wisdom... this frequency allows people to communicate Truth wisely.
Ray # 3

Color: Golden Yellow
Archangel: Chamuel

Intelligence & Creativity, this vibration brings forward creativity and helps to trigger science and higher states of wisdom.
Ray # 4

Color: Amethyst/White

Archangel: Gabriel

This frequency is bringing the vibrations of Harmony and Balance.
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Ray # 5

Color: Orange
Archangel: Rafael

Supporting spiritual technology and science... inviting all of the secrets that are sitting in nature.
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Ray # 6

Color: Indigo Blue
Archangel: Uriel

Opening the World up to True Spirituality, this frequency allows for illusion to fall away.
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Ray # 7

Color: Violet
Archangel: Zadkiel

This frequency is bringing forward the ancient healing techniques and awakening sacred wisdom, intuition and higher psychic energy.
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Ray # 8

Color: Topaz
Archangel: Butylil

This frequency is brings about Enlightenment & Transmutation of the old.
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Ray # 9

Color: Light Yellow
Archangel: Seraphina

Illuminating Harmony and Balance in the mind and spirit of humanity.
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Ray # 10

Color: Citrine
Archangel: Sandalphon

This frequency supports people in finding their practical purpose in life.
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Ray # 11

Color: Bright Emerald Green
Archangel: Christiel

This vibration brings clarity, mysticism and healing... it helps us to accept the Higher energies coming through.
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Ray # 12

Color: Bright Pink
Archangel: Metatron

This frequency carries a frequency to re-empower women & bring forward the feminine wisdom within men.
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